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Reasons for using PT
Avoid driving in congestion
Save petrol and parking costs
Save time
Less physical exertion
Reduce exposure to weather
Personal security
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Maximum rate that current park and ride users would
be prepared to pay, if charges were applied
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Recommendations
Here are our recommendations for Auckland Transport:

1

Look beyond feeder
services

AT’s emphasis on feeder services makes sense, particularly in
the central parts of the city, but it can’t aﬀord to be myopic.
It will take time for feeder services to develop to a standard of
frequency and reliability that people find acceptable, and for
Aucklanders to adjust to the notion of multiple PT trips – the
idea of using PT at all is still confronting to many. Moreover,
even when feeder services are better established, there will
always be a significant chunk of commuters for whom taking
an extra bus trip simply does not work.

not the next 30, with the first 5,000 by 2022. This would be
necessary to meet current demand and to keep up with PT
growth, and could add in the order of 5,000 new users to the
PT network over the next decade (by way of comparison, the
City Rail Link is expected to add 10,000 users over the same
period).
The bulk of the new parking bays will be on the periphery
of the city, where land is cheaper and there is less scope for
feeder bus services, but sites closer to the centre of town
should not be overlooked.

4

Charging seals the deal…

All of this underlines the need to provide alternatives to
the PT feeder system. Where land is available, this means

The main barrier to park and ride stems from the $15,000-

park and ride; where land isn’t available, it means

$25,000 per space price tag, and what this means for the

partnerships with owners of parking assets – commercial,

marginal cost of using park and ride to add people to the PT

community and even residential – in the areas around RTN

network. While it could be argued that the case for park and

stations, and concrete steps to facilitate ride-sharing/

ride stacks up regardless, it becomes far more compelling

carpooling technology and new first and last mile services.

when the cost factor is neutralised – unfortunately, that
means charging some users for the service.

2 An easy win with the public
When reflecting on the cost pressures around park and ride,
AT should also reflect on the cost of not committing more to
the service.
Park and ride is exceptionally popular with the public, and
there is a strong degree of expectation around what can and
should be delivered. Increased investment in park and ride
therefore represents an ideal opportunity to build public
confidence in PT, and to demonstrate that AT is prepared to
adjust the system to meet the needs of the user, rather than
requiring the user to adjust behaviour to meet the needs of
the system. All of this is vital if Auckland drivers are to switch
to public transport in large numbers.
Conversely, a failure to adequately invest will reinforce

A daily charge of $2-$3 on new parking spaces wouldn’t on
its own oﬀset capital and operating costs, but it’d make a solid
start. What’s more, to most people, it’s likely to be broadly
acceptable, particularly if the alternative was no investment
at all.
When provided free of charge, park and ride stacks the
system in favour of those who have flexibility in their daily
routine (and can arrive at the station early). This locks out
many of those who don’t have flexibility, and applying charges
is one of the only tools available to allow them back in.

5

…but tread carefully

While the majority may be prepared to accept a $2-$3 per day
charge, there’s likely to be a solid and vocal core of opposition.

negative perceptions of the PT programme, and transport

To pre-empt this, AT should look to the charging regimes in

planning in general, and deter new users.

cities like Calgary, Perth, and Vancouver to see what has

3

new parking spaces, for the initial period at least. Diﬀerential

worked and what hasn’t. Charges should only be applied on

Go large and get moving

The international experience shows that park and ride is an
essential building block in any successful PT system; it also
shows that Auckland falls well short when held up against
broadly comparable cities. To start to match cities like

pricing zones (to ensure availability), reserved monthly
parking, and easy payment solutions all need to be part of the
mix, and new charges must be accompanied by tangible
benefits to the customer in areas like security, lighting and
weather-proofing.

Portland and Perth (in terms of number of park and ride bays
relative to total trips on the RTN), Auckland would need to

For more information contact:

nearly double the number of spaces immediately. We believe
the 10,000 additional parks that AT has signalled for the future
need to be delivered far more quickly – in the next 10 years,
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Send us your feedback: aucklandmatters@aa.co.nz
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